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ABSTRACT


The metabolic syndrome is strongly associated with negative health outcomes, such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and death. The elderly are at particularly high risk of developing the metabolic syndrome, owing to the physiological and behavioural changes associated with aging. The positive influence that resistance training has on the neuromuscular system has long been evident; however, in more recent years, increasing focus has been placed on the role of RT in preventing and treating chronic disease. The majority of studies in the literature suggest that RT has a positive effect on cardiometabolic risk factors. That being said, there remain some inconsistencies. Whether improvements following RT are clinically significant and truly meaningful also remains a disputed point. Further, the physiological mechanisms underlying improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome following RT have not been fully elucidated. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of a short-term, high-repetition RT protocol with short rest periods on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in an untrained, heterogeneous elderly population. The results suggest that RT has a positive effect on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly. RT led to meaningful improvements in these risk factors – reducing abdominal fat and systolic blood pressure while increasing glucose tolerance. It is unclear whether RT positively affects diastolic blood pressure and the lipid profile; the present results suggest that it does not. The mechanisms underlying positive changes in cardiometabolic risk factors following RT remain complex. However, the present results highlight the role of fat and obesity in both the development and treatment/prevention of the metabolic syndrome. The majority of studies in the literature use relatively long lasting, high-frequency protocols (~48 total training sessions) to investigate the effects of RT on cardiometabolic risk factors. This study appears to be the first to show improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly following a short-term RT protocol with only 24 total training sessions. The results of the present study should be considered when prescribing exercise for the elderly. The results suggest that small doses of RT (24 hours) can have a significant, health-promoting effect. This point is important when considering that a major barrier to exercise is a lack of time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The metabolic syndrome is characterized by the clustering of cardiometabolic risk factors (Byrne & Wild 2011). The primary risk factors, markers or components of the metabolic syndrome are insulin resistance/impaired glucose tolerance, abdominal obesity, hypertension and dyslipidemia. The prevalence of the metabolic syndrome is increasing across the world (Bechtold et al. 2006). The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) has estimated that about a quarter of the world’s adult population has the metabolic syndrome (Kaur 2014). The elderly are at particularly high risk of developing the metabolic syndrome, owing to the physiological and behavioural changes associated with aging. A cross-sectional study of 2,049 Finnish men and women aged 45-64 years old found that the metabolic syndrome was present among 38.8% of men and 22.2% of women (Ilanne-Parikka et al. 2004).

The positive impact of resistance training on the musculoskeletal system has been evident for decades. Resistance training is especially important for elderly populations, as aging is associated with losses in strength and muscle mass. Evidence indicates that resistance training can slow age-related losses in strength and muscle mass in the elderly, which contributes to improved functional capacity and increased independence (Hurley et al. 2011, Strasser & Schobersberger 2011, Tresierras & Balady 2009).

There has been considerable research conducted in past decades investigating various methods of ameliorating cardiometabolic risk factors related to the metabolic syndrome. The management of the metabolic syndrome generally focuses on lifestyle interventions, namely increasing physical activity levels and improving dietary habits (Bechtold et al. 2006).

In recent years, the role of resistance training in disease prevention and treatment has received more emphasis. There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that resistance training improves important cardiometabolic risk factors (Hurley et al. 2011, Strasser & Schobersberger 2011, Tresierras & Balady 2009). Resistance training may be an effective tool in the prevention or treatment of the metabolic syndrome. While there is substantial evidence to support this claim, there remain some inconsistencies in the literature.
The primary aim of this study is to investigate the effects of a short-term, high-repetition resistance training protocol with short rest periods on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in an untrained, heterogeneous elderly population. Resistance training will likely have a positive influence on strength and muscle mass; however, whether it will have a statistically and clinically significant effect on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome is unclear. Additionally, specific consideration will be given to a possible dose-response relationship between RT and improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome, as well as the physiological mechanisms underlying any improvements in these risk factors.
2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 The metabolic syndrome

2.1.1 Description

A syndrome consisting of a clustering of metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors was first described in 1988, when it was noted that insulin resistance was associated with the causation and clinical course of type 2 diabetes, coronary artery disease and hypertension (Reaven 1988). This question has since been the focus of a large volume of research. Reaven (1988) originally termed the clustering of risk factors associated with insulin resistance as syndrome x. Other terms, such as the deadly quartet, cardiometabolic syndrome and obesity dyslipidemia syndrome are also used, but the most common term is the metabolic syndrome. The metabolic syndrome refers to the co-occurrence of the following cardiometabolic components: insulin resistance/impaired glucose tolerance, abdominal obesity, hypertension and dyslipidemia (Byrne & Wild 2011).

There has been some debate regarding the practicality of the term “the metabolic syndrome.” It is unclear whether the concept of the metabolic syndrome is particularly useful for researchers, policy makers and health care professionals. Ultimately, it is very clear that the components of the metabolic syndrome cluster together and are strongly associated with negative health outcomes (Byrne & Wild 2011). Therefore, the metabolic syndrome as a concept is essential in that it puts a name, and thus a spotlight, on these inter-related risk factors.

2.1.2 Components

*Insulin resistance and impaired glucose tolerance.* Insulin resistance is a physiological condition where the insulin-dependent cells (i.e. muscle, adipose, brain, kidney, liver) fail to respond correctly to insulin signalling. While the body still produces insulin normally, insulin-dependent cells are unable to respond effectively to the action of insulin. As the primary role of insulin is to promote the absorption of glucose into cells, insulin resistance results in hyperglycemia and impaired glucose tolerance. Consequently, beta cells in the
pancreas increase their production of insulin, leading to hyperinsulinemia. Insulin resistance often progresses to type 2 diabetes, characterized by hyperglycemia and insulin resistance. Insulin resistance is a powerful risk factor and is associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease. It also plays a central role in the development of the metabolic syndrome (Lechleitner 2008).

The gold standard in assessing insulin resistance is the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp technique (Ayala et al. 2011). While this is the most accurate way of assessing insulin resistance, it is not typically used in the clinical setting due to complexity and possible dangers. Indirect measures of assessing insulin resistance also exist. An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) measures glucose tolerance and indirectly assesses insulin resistance by measuring the body’s response to glucose ingestion. Typically, in an OGTT, a baseline blood sample is taken before the subject ingests a glucose load, following which two additional blood samples are taken, one at 60 minutes and another at 120 minutes. Glucose and insulin concentrations at baseline, 60 minutes and 120 minutes are interpreted to assess if a subject is insulin resistant, or has impaired glucose tolerance (Table 1).

**TABLE 1 – Interpretation of an OGTT according to the World Health Organization (WHO) (Alberti & Zimmet 1998).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>120-minute OGTT (plasma glucose)</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 7.8 mmol/L</td>
<td>Non-diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8-11.1mmol/L</td>
<td>Impaired glucose tolerance/pre-diabetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 11.1 mmol/L</td>
<td>Consistent with diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another method is to measure glycosylated hemoglobin ($\text{HbA}_1c$), which assesses glycaemic control, and indirectly, insulin sensitivity (Hurley et al 2011).

**Abdominal obesity.** Obesity, the result of a long-term positive energy balance, is a powerful risk factor associated with many chronic diseases. A long-term positive energy balance leads to the storage of excess adipose tissue. Abdominal obesity is the excess accumulation of adipose tissue around the area of the abdomen. An important component of abdominal
adiposity is visceral or intra-abdominal fat, which is adipose tissue located within the peritoneal cavity. Obesity, in particular abdominal obesity, is linked to insulin resistance, the development of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome (Bechtold et al. 2006). Specifically, it is the adipocytokines released from visceral adipose tissue that are believed to be central to the development of insulin resistance, dyslipidemia and hypertension (Lechleitner 2008).

Techniques such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) are used to assess abdominal obesity. Only MRI and CT can differentiate between visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue (Scherzer et al. 2008). The severity of abdominal obesity can also be assessed by taking waist and hip circumference measurements.

Android fat refers to fat located in the abdominal region. DXA software (EnCore) calculates fat mass in the android region, defined as the area over the abdomen, extending from the iliac crest toward the head for 20% of the distance from the iliac crest to the base of the skull (Stults-Kolehmainen et al. 2013). Subcutaneous and visceral fat are not differentiated within the android region however, various DXA regions of interest (ROI’s) in the abdomen have been shown to be reasonable surrogate measures of abdominal visceral adipose tissue (Miaozkowski et al. 2014). Furthermore, while abdominal visceral adipose tissue is typically regarded as the most clinically significant fat depot, a 2011 study found that android fat is more closely related to the metabolic syndrome in the elderly than abdominal visceral adipose tissue (Kang et al. 2011). Therefore, investigating android fat as defined by DXA software provides vital data relevant to the study of insulin resistance, the metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease.

**Hypertension.** Blood pressure (BP) is the pressure exerted by circulating blood against the walls of blood vessels. Blood pressure is expressed as systolic blood pressure (SBP) over diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Blood pressure is typically measured either manually with a mercury or aneroid sphygmomanometer, or automatically with a digital device.

Hypertension is a physiological condition where blood pressure is elevated pathologically and chronically. Hypertension is a powerful risk factor for cardiovascular disease and is associated with coronary heart disease, coronary artery disease, peripheral artery disease and
chronic kidney disease (Kannel 1996). There are different classifications of systolic and diastolic hypertension (Table 2). Evidence suggests that systolic blood pressure is a stronger predictor of cardiovascular events than diastolic blood pressure (Mourad 2008).

**TABLE 2 – Joint National Committee (JNC7 - United States) classification of blood pressure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Systolic blood pressure (mm/Hg)</th>
<th>Diastolic blood pressure (mm/Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normal</strong></td>
<td>&lt;120</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-hypertension</strong></td>
<td>120-139</td>
<td>80-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension stage 1</strong></td>
<td>140-159</td>
<td>90-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension stage 2</strong></td>
<td>≥ 160</td>
<td>≥ 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dyslipidemia.** Lipids such as fats, cholesterol and triglycerides, are naturally occurring molecules that are involved in storing energy and signalling processes. Lipoproteins are protein complexes that carry lipids, as lipids are mostly insoluble in liquid. Lipoproteins are classified by their relative density and size. Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and high-density lipoproteins (HDL) are small and mainly transport cholesterol. Very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) is another important lipid transporter, and is converted to LDL in the bloodstream. Total cholesterol (TC) is the measure of the total amount of cholesterol in blood, including LDL and HDL cholesterol.

High plasma concentrations of certain lipids, such as triglycerides (TG), are associated with negative health outcomes and increased incidence of cardiovascular disease (Crook 2012). LDL cholesterol is the “bad” cholesterol, as it contributes to plaque and causes atherosclerosis. LDL cholesterol is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease; evidence shows that LDL cholesterol levels are predictive of major cardiovascular events (Barter et al. 2007). HDL cholesterol is the “good” cholesterol. HDL cholesterol plays a cardioprotective role by removing cholesterol from the arteries and returning it to the liver (Crook 2012). Research shows that high concentrations of HDL cholesterol protect against
cardiovascular disease and low concentrations increase the risk of atherosclerotic diseases (Singh et al. 2007).

The lipid profile refers to a panel of blood tests that assess lipid and lipoprotein levels. The lipid profile typically measures LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, triglycerides and total cholesterol levels. Dyslipidemia refers to abnormal levels of lipids and lipoproteins associated with negative health outcomes, characterized by elevated LDL cholesterol, elevated total cholesterol, elevated triglyceride levels and decreased HDL cholesterol levels (Table 3) (Ahmed et al. 1998).

**TABLE 3 – Interpretation of lipid and lipoprotein levels according to the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP - United States) Adult Treatment Plan (ATP) – III; converted from mg/dl to mmol/L (Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults 2001).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LDL Cholesterol</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 2.6</td>
<td><strong>Optimal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 – 3.3</td>
<td><strong>Near optimal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 – 4.1</td>
<td><strong>Borderline high</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 – 4.9</td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 4.9</td>
<td><strong>Very high</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HDL Cholesterol</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.0</td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 1.55</td>
<td><strong>High (optimal)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cholesterol</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5.2</td>
<td><strong>Optimal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2-6.2</td>
<td><strong>Borderline High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 6.2</td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triglycerides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.7</td>
<td><strong>Normal (optimal)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7-2.2</td>
<td><strong>Borderline High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3-5.6</td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5.6</td>
<td><strong>Very High</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.3 Diagnosis

The National Cholesterol Education Program (United States) described their criteria definition for the clinical diagnosis of the metabolic syndrome in 2001, where an individual is diagnosed with the metabolic syndrome if they have 3 or more of the following risk factors: waist circumference ≥ 102 cm in men or ≥ 88 cm in women; triglycerides ≥ 150 mg/dl; HDL-C < 40 mg/dl in men and < 50 mg/dl in women; fasting glucose ≥ 110 mg/dl; blood pressure ≥ 135/85 mm Hg (Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults 2001). The majority of epidemiological and clinical studies in the literature have used the NCEP criteria definition of the metabolic syndrome (Lechleitner 2008). In 2005, the IDF formed their own criteria definition, which is similar to the NCEP definition, except that it describes abdominal obesity as the central component and contains ethnic-specific cut-off points for waist circumference (Alberti et al. 2005). In 2009, a consensus statement from the IDF and several other national and international organizations presented a revised criteria definition (Alberti et al. 2009). This revised definition includes ethnic specific values while also considering the role of drug treatment, but much like the 2005 definition, it follows the overall framework of the 2001 NCEP definition.

2.1.4 Prevalence

The prevalence of the metabolic syndrome is increasing worldwide. The IDF approximates that about a quarter of the world’s adult population has the metabolic syndrome (Kaur 2014). Further, the prevalence of the metabolic increases with age. In the United States, approximately 7% of the population between 20 and 29 years old has the metabolic syndrome and this number rises to 44% in the age group of 60-69 years old (Ford et al. 2002). In Finnish individuals aged 45-64 years old, a cross-sectional study found that the metabolic syndrome was present among 38.8% of men and 22.2% of women (Ilanne-Parikka et al. 2004).

The increasing prevalence of the metabolic syndrome is associated with the increasing prevalence of obesity. The prevalence of overweight and obese individuals is increasing in most developed countries (Flegal et al. 2002, Gutierrez-Fisac et al. 2000). The increasing predominance of the metabolic syndrome is also related to population aging. Population aging is taking place in almost all the countries in the world (United Nations Population Division 2013). Population aging results in increased proportions of older and elderly
individuals in the overall population. Changes in lifestyle habits as well as physiological changes put the elderly at increased risk of developing the metabolic syndrome (Bechtold et al. 2006).

### 2.1.5 Pathophysiology

The pathophysiology of the metabolic syndrome is not completely clear. However, it appears to be attributable to insulin resistance and abdominal obesity (Lechleitner 2008). Insulin resistance is considered to be the link between abdominal obesity and the co-occurrence of hypertension and dyslipidemia. Abdominal obesity is strongly associated with insulin resistance (Byrne & Wild 2011, Lechleitner 2008). According to Byrne & Wild (2011), the common hypothesis for the development of insulin resistance is as follows: a long term positive energy balance leads to adipose tissue expansion and adipocyte hypoxia and death. This in turn causes macrophage infiltration and adipose tissue inflammation, resulting in impaired adipose tissue function. The ensuing adipocytokine dysregulation promotes the development of both local and systemic insulin resistance, while further disrupting adipose tissue function. The resulting insulin resistance then causes hypertension and dyslipidemia.

**Adipocytokines.** Adipose tissue should be considered an endocrine organ, as it secretes proteins called adipocytokines, including leptin, adiponectin, resistin and inflammatory cytokines that are responsible for the regulation of various physiological processes related to energy metabolism, the immune response, inflammation and insulin sensitivity (Byrne & Wild 2011). The interaction between the adipocytokines released from adipose tissue and insulin-signalling pathways is central to the development of the metabolic syndrome. Evidence indicates that adiponectin promotes insulin sensitivity, while free fatty acids, leptin, resistin and pro-inflammatory cytokines promote insulin resistance (Lechleitner 2008).

Adiponectin is released from adipose tissue, and promotes insulin sensitivity and the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines. Plasma adiponectin levels are low in insulin resistance (Byrne & Wild 2011). Leptin is produced in adipose tissue and regulates food intake, energy expenditure and hepatic glucose production. High plasma levels of leptin and leptin resistance characterize most forms of obesity (Lechleitner 2008). Tumor-necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and resistin are two other adipocytokines that effect insulin signalling. TNF-α promotes insulin resistance and importantly, it supresses adiponectin transcription.
Resistin has a potent effect on glucose metabolism in rats, and has an inhibitory effect on insulin action (Byrne & Wild 2011).

**Free fatty acids.** Aside from adipocytokines, free fatty acids (FFA) may play a key role in the development of insulin resistance. It is hypothesized that the excessive flux of free fatty acids from adipose tissue during obesity alters substrate utilization in skeletal muscle, promoting insulin resistance (Byrne & Wild 2011). Furthermore, elevated free fatty acids may disrupt insulin signalling by decreasing glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT-4) (Boden & Shulman 2002).

Free fatty acids are released from triglycerides in adipose tissue through the action of hormone-sensitive lipase, and from lipoproteins through the action of lipoprotein lipase (Lechleitner 2008). These mechanisms are both regulated by insulin, and insulin resistance further increases the release of free fatty acids from adipose tissue and disrupts the clearance of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins (Boden & Shulman 2002).

**Inflammatory mechanisms.** Chronic inflammation may play an important role in obesity-related insulin resistance (Qatanani & Lazar 2007). There is strong evidence that systemic inflammation may be the causal link behind insulin resistance (Shoelson et al. 2006, Dandona et al. 2004). Biomarkers of inflammation such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and C-reactive protein (CRP) circulate in high concentrations in insulin resistance. Furthermore, these inflammatory biomarkers predict the development of type 2 diabetes (Qatanani & Lazar 2007). One study has shown that the activation of inflammatory pathways in liver cells led to both local and systemic insulin resistance in mice (Cai et al. 2005).

As mentioned previously, obesity is characterized by macrophage accumulation in adipose tissue. This inflammation contributes to the dysfunction of adipose tissue and the resulting production of adipocytokines is believed to cause insulin resistance (Byrne & Wild 2011). One study found that the inhibition of macrophage accumulation in the adipose tissue of mice improved insulin sensitivity (Kanda et al. 2006).

**Neural mechanisms.** A neural component may be associated with obesity-related insulin resistance. Evidence shows that the brain receives information from adiposity signals like leptin and insulin and nutrients like fatty acids and in response sends signals to regulate
substrate metabolism and eating behaviour (Qatanani & Lazar 2007). Two studies have shown a link between neural mechanisms and systemic insulin resistance in rats (Obici et al. 2002a, Obici et al. 2002b). Whether these same neural mechanisms are present in humans is unclear.

*Cell-intrinsic factors.* In obesity, high circulating levels of fatty acids and other lipids result in the storage of triglycerides in muscles and the viscera, which has been termed “ectopic fat storage.” Ectopic fat storage is linked to insulin resistance; the mechanism is unclear, but it is likely related to the activation of harmful pathways related to mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (Qatanani & Lazar 2007).

Oxidative stress refers to the accumulation of harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Qatanani & Lazar 2007). Oxidative stress correlates with fat accumulation in both humans and mice (Halliwell 1995). Furthermore, studies have shown that improving the ratio of antioxidants to ROS ameliorates insulin resistance in humans and rats (Konrad et al. 1999, Khamaisi et al. 1997).

Mitochondrial dysfunction may also be linked to insulin resistance. It is thought to contribute to ectopic fat storage (Petersen & Shulman 2006). Furthermore, insulin resistance is associated with mitochondrial dysfunction and accompanied by high levels of triglycerides in the liver and muscle cells of elderly individuals (Petersen et al. 2003).

Finally, obesity places a strain on the machinery of the endoplasmic reticulum, which triggers an ER stress response (Qatanani & Lazar 2007). This ER stress response disrupts the insulin signalling chain and causes insulin resistance (Ozcan et al. 2004). Furthermore, a 2005 study found that over-expression of ER protectors in mice protected against type 2 diabetes (Ozawa et al. 2005). Additionally, the ER stress response may augment oxidative stress (Qatanani & Lazar 2007).

While the pathophysiology of obesity-related insulin resistance has not been completely elucidated, it is related to the components discussed above. As many of these components are inter-related, it is probable that they interact together to contribute to systemic insulin resistance. Alternatively, it is possible that one component plays a dominant role while the other are secondary.
**Insulin resistance and hypertension.** There is a strong association between insulin resistance and hypertension. Evidence indicates that the link between diabetes and hypertension appears to be hyperinsulinemia, which commonly occurs with insulin resistance (DeFronzo & Ferrannini 1991). Hypertensive patients often have an increased plasma insulin response to an OGTT. Furthermore, the insulin resistance of essential hypertension correlates directly with the severity of the hypertension. Several mechanisms have been proposed to link insulin resistance and hypertension, such as sympathetic nervous system over-activity, sodium retention, proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells and impaired membrane ion transport (DeFronzo & Ferrannini 1991). The relationship between insulin resistance and hypertension may be cause-effect. Insulin resistance promotes hypertension, but hypertension can also promote insulin resistance by modifying the transport of insulin and glucose to skeletal muscle (Salvetti et al. 1993).

**Insulin resistance and dyslipidemia.** Insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia are also associated with an adverse lipid profile. Elevated levels of plasma insulin promote VLDL formation, which results in hypertriglyceridemia (DeFronzo & Ferrannini 1991). The following breakdown of VLDL particles leads to increased formation of LDL cholesterol. Insulin resistance is also associated with low levels of HDL cholesterol (Rader 2007). Independent of its direct effects on plasma lipids and lipoproteins, insulin itself has been shown to be atherogenic (DeFronzo & Ferrannini 1991). Insulin promotes the transport of cholesterol into the arteriolar smooth muscle and slows the reversion of lipid plaques.

The excessive flux of FFA from adipose tissue also promotes dyslipidemia (Rader 2007). FFA stimulate the synthesis of triglycerides in the liver, which in turn results in the secretion of VLDL particles. Furthermore, evidence suggests that the adverse lipid profile associated with type 2 diabetes is related to the excessive flux of FFA (Mooradian 2009). The severity of insulin resistance may explain the severity of dyslipidemia; a study examining obese individuals found that the degree of insulin resistance explained a significant amount of the adverse fluctuations in triglycerides, LDL cholesterol and HDL cholesterol (Steinberger et al. 1995).

**Insulin resistance and the elderly.** The prevalence of the metabolic syndrome is highest among the elderly. This is partially attributable to age-related changes in body composition,
such as increases in fat mass and decreases in fat-free mass that enhance insulin resistance (Lechleitner 2008). Furthermore, the aging of adipocytes may impair their ability to store lipids. Finally, mitochondrial dysfunction may enhance the age-related increase in insulin sensitivity.

While the pathophysiology of the metabolic syndrome has not been completely described, the behaviours linked to its development are apparent. Cigarette smoking, physical inactivity and atherogenic diets are all strongly linked to obesity and the metabolic syndrome (Hurley et al. 2011). In addition, genetics appear to play a key role, as it seems that there is a heritability component of the metabolic syndrome (Pollex & Hegele 2006).

2.1.6 Consequences

The metabolic syndrome is associated with increased risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease, along with numerous other disease outcomes such as atherosclerosis, fatty liver, polycystic ovary syndrome, gallstones, asthma, sleep apnea and selected malignant diseases (Byrne & Wild 2011). The risk for diabetes is increased about 5-fold and the risk for cardiovascular events about 2-fold for those with the metabolic syndrome (Lechleitner 2008). The pooled relative risk of all-cause mortality is approximately 50% higher in those with the metabolic syndrome (Wu et al. 2010). Importantly, the metabolic syndrome appears to be a better predictor of negative health outcomes than its individual components; a 2004 prospective cohort study following 6255 individuals between the ages of 30 and 75 years old showed that the metabolic syndrome was more strongly associated with cardiovascular disease and overall mortality than its individual risk factors alone (Malik et al. 2004).

2.1.7 Management

The management of the metabolic syndrome is multifactorial. The prevention or reduction of obesity should be a primary objective. Management of obesity typically consists of increasing exercise levels, modifying lifestyle behaviours, using pharmacological agents and undergoing surgery (Bechtold et al. 2006). Similarly, food logs and meal planning advice have been shown to be beneficial in promoting and maintaining weight loss (Bechtold et al. 2006). Reductions in obesity improve components of the metabolic syndrome (Lechleitner
Therefore, lifestyle interventions should be the primary step in the management of the metabolic syndrome.

2.2 Resistance training

2.2.1 Description

Resistance training (RT) comprises of “any activity that causes muscles to contract against external force” (Sundell 2011). The primary goal of resistance training is to overload the musculoskeletal system, in attempts to develop the strength and mass of skeletal muscles. Weight machines, dumbbells, barbells, resistance bands, body mass and weighted clothes are typically used as resistance. A RT protocol encompasses the following variables: muscle actions used, resistance type used, total number of sets and repetitions (volume), muscle groups trained, sequence of exercise performed, length of rest intervals, repetition velocity and training frequency (Kraemer & Ratamess 2004). These variables are manipulated to maximize outcomes and achieve specific goals.

The health benefits of RT are numerous. RT primarily increases strength and muscle mass, as well as enhancing bone health by increasing bone mineral density (Layne & Nelson 1999). RT also develops the strength of ligaments, tendons, joint cartilage and connective tissue sheaths within muscles. Evidence also suggests that RT reduces the incidence of injury in sport (Fleck & Falkel 1986). Finally, research shows that RT improves body composition, physical performance, functional independence, movement control, cognitive abilities and self-esteem (Levinger et al. 2007, Westcott 2012).

2.2.2 Resistance training in the elderly

Aging is associated with losses in muscle and strength. Research shows that this loss in muscle mass is approximately 0.46 kilograms per year, from the fifth decade onwards (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). The degenerative loss of muscle mass with aging is termed sarcopenia, and is associated with physiological and functional declines that lead to increased fragility and disability. Strong evidence supports the role of resistance training in slowing and preventing age-related losses in muscle mass and strength (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011, Tresierras & Balady 2009, Hurley et al. 2011). Furthermore, research shows that RT reduces frailty and weakness, while increasing independence and improving
the functional capacity of older and elderly individuals (Galvao & Taaffe 2005, DiFrancisco-Donoghue et al. 2007). Consequently, resistance training is particularly important for elderly populations.

2.2.3 Resistance training and disease prevention

The positive effect of RT on the musculoskeletal system has long been evident, however in recent years, more emphasis has been placed on the role of RT in disease prevention (Hurley et al. 2011). Cross-sectional studies show that muscle mass is inversely correlated with all-cause mortality and with the prevalence of the metabolic syndrome (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). Skeletal muscle is a primary target for glucose and triglyceride disposal. Furthermore, it is a critical component of resting metabolic rate. Research suggests that maintaining a large, active muscle mass improves metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors, such as insulin resistance, obesity and hypertension (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). Therefore, the consequences of age-related losses in muscle mass are apparent. Reduced muscle mass leads to reduced metabolic rate and reduced capacity for lipid oxidation, along with increased abdominal fat mass (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). The role of aerobic training in reducing cardiometabolic markers has been well established, but the role of RT remains less clear (Tresierras & Balady 2009). Nonetheless, there is a growing body of evidence demonstrating that RT may play an important role in both the prevention and treatment of chronic disease (Hurley et al. 2011, Tresierras & Balady 2009, Strasser & Schobersberger 2011).

2.3 Resistance training and the metabolic syndrome

2.3.1 Insulin resistance and glucose tolerance

Cross-sectional studies show that low strength and muscle mass are associated with type 2 diabetes (Park et al. 2006, Park et al. 2007, Park et al. 2009). Both muscle strength and muscle quality are inferior in those with diabetes. Furthermore, poor muscle quality is associated with impaired glycemic control (Park et al. 2006). In a study where adults were followed over the course of three years, those with diabetes showed greater losses in muscle mass and strength than those without diabetes (Park et al. 2007).
There is a large body of evidence that suggests that RT improves insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance, regardless of the characteristics of the subjects or the training protocol. RT has been shown to improve markers of insulin action and glycemic control in those with type 2 diabetes (Baldi & Snowling 2003, Cauza et al. 2005, Ibanez et al. 2005, Ishii et al. 1998, Sigal et al. 2007, Bweir et al. 2009). For instance, a randomised controlled trial (RCT) investigating the effect of RT in older Latino men and women showed improved glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA$_{1c}$) levels after performing progressive resistance training 3 times a week for 16 weeks (Castaneda et al. 2002). While the reduction in HbA$_{1c}$ was modest, a prospective observational study has shown that small changes in HbA$_{1c}$ are associated with large changes in health outcomes (Stratton et al. 2000). For example, a 1% increase in HbA$_{1c}$ represents a 21% increase in the risk for diabetes death, 14% increase for the risk of myocardial infarction and a 37% increase in the risk for microvascular complications.

A meta-analysis published in 2006 examined the effect of different training modalities (aerobic training (AT), RT or combined) on glucose control in those with type 2 diabetes (Snowling & Hopkins 2006). 27 studies examining the effect of training on HbA$_{1c}$ were included in the analysis. The overall benefits were small, however there was a mean decrease of approximately 0.8 of a unit percent of HbA$_{1c}$ with AT and 0.5 of a unit percent decrease with RT, when the training protocols lasted longer than 12 weeks. While the benefits appear modest, as previously mentioned, small changes in HbA$_{1c}$ are associated with large changes in health outcomes. Furthermore, according to the authors, the benefits of AT and RT were comparable to those reported for dietary or drug treatments.

Similar results can also be seen with healthy subjects (Miller et al. 1984, Miller et al. 1994). Using an OGTT and the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp technique, Miller et al. (1994) investigated the effects of a 16-week RT protocol performed 3 times a week in healthy, middle-aged men. Insulin action was improved and plasma insulin levels were reduced in the OGTT following the training intervention (Figure 1) although there was no change in plasma glucose responses to the OGTT (Figure 2).
FIGURE 1 – Plasma insulin response to an OGTT, before (open circles) and after (shaded circles) RT. Insulin levels were significantly lower following training (Miller et al. 1994).

FIGURE 2 – Plasma glucose response to an OGTT, before (open circles) and after (shaded circles) RT. There was no significant difference between the glucose response before and after training (Miller et al. 1994).
A meta-analysis examining the effects of RT on HbA$_{1c}$ concluded that RT positively influences glucose tolerance (Strasser et al. 2010). Importantly, they noted that the greatest reductions in HbA$_{1c}$ were found when baseline levels were above 8.0%. While improvements in glucose tolerance and insulin resistance have been seen following RT in both diabetic and healthy subjects, this result suggests that diabetic subjects, or subjects with pre-diabetes (impaired glucose tolerance), experience the greatest response to RT.

An array of studies, using a variety of protocols, ranging from short-term to long-term, low-volume to high-volume and low-intensity to high-intensity, have revealed improvements in insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance following RT (Table 4).

It is unclear if there is a certain RT protocol that is best designed to generate effective improvements in insulin resistance and glucose tolerance. However, in the meta-analysis of Snowling & Hopkins (2006), significant improvements in glucose tolerance only became evident with RT protocols lasting longer than 12 weeks. This result indicates that there may be a relationship between RT protocol length (total number of weeks) and glucose tolerance, as longer lasting protocols appear to have a more pronounced effect on glucose tolerance. Similarly, the meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010) reported that that protocols of longer duration (>10 weeks) resulted in greater improvements in glucose tolerance.

There is a large volume of studies showing improvements in insulin resistance and glucose tolerance following a RT protocol; however, there are studies that do not show similar improvements. In one study, 4 months of home-based RT using exercise bands in type 2 diabetics resulted in no improvements in HbA$_{1c}$ (Cheung et al. 2009). It is possible that the exercise bands did not provide an adequate stimulus to invoke significant change; this combined with the fact that RT sessions were not supervised, may explain the lack of improvement in glucose tolerance. Elsewhere, 12 weeks of high intensity (75-80% 1RM) RT performed 3 times a week did not cause improvements in HbA$_{1c}$ in elderly subjects (Geirsdottir et al. 2012). The authors suggested that the lack of a significant improvement in glucose tolerance was related to the relatively low baseline levels of HbA$_{1c}$ (6.8%) of their subjects. According to the meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010), the greatest improvements in HbA$_{1c}$ resulting from RT are seen when baseline levels are above 8.0%. 
While the literature supports the role of RT in improving insulin sensitivity and glucose tolerance, the underlying physiological mechanisms are unclear. Changes in body composition are a common hypothesis. Skeletal muscle is a primary target for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. Furthermore, skeletal muscle is the main tissue responsible for...
the increase in glucose metabolism following exercise and hyperinsulinemia (DeFronzo et al. 1981). Castaneda et al. (2002) found that changes in glycemic control were associated with changes in strength and muscle mass. There was an inverse correlation between HbA1c and both whole-body strength and lean tissue mass. Another study showed that changes in fasting glucose and HbA1c levels after a 10-week RT program were inversely correlated to changes in fat-free mass in obese, type 2 diabetic men (Baldi & Snowling 2003).

Obesity is associated with the development of insulin resistance. Therefore, it seems likely that a decrease in fat mass would result in increased insulin action. However, increases in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake have been demonstrated following RT, even when corrected for changes in fat mass (Tresierras & Balady 2009).

Aerobic training has a known beneficial effect on insulin action and glucose tolerance (Tresierras & Balady 2009). These improvements appear to be related to increases in GLUT-4 content, protein kinase B content (PKB) and glycogen synthase (GS) activity, as well as changes in muscle fiber type and in oxidative and non-oxidative enzyme activity. It is possible that these adaptations are also responsible for the improvements occurring with RT.

A MEDLINE Plus/Ovid literature search of studies published between 1950 and 2008 suggested that changes in insulin sensitivity following RT were not solely related to changes in FM or LM, but also related to qualitative changes in skeletal muscle (Tresierras & Balady 2009). Changes in adipocytokines, pro-inflammatory cytokines and other immune system biomarkers have also been proposed to be associated with RT-induced changes in insulin sensitivity. For example, improvements in insulin sensitivity seen after a 16-week RT program in Hispanic older adults with type 2 diabetes were related to lower levels of inflammatory markers. However, this remains a controversial point as changes in insulin sensitivity have been found following RT without corresponding changes in adipocytokines or inflammatory marker levels (Klimcakova et al. 2006, Reynolds et al. 2004)

### 2.3.2 Abdominal Obesity

Numerous studies have reported reductions in fat mass (FM) following RT protocols in both obese and non-obese subjects (Miller et al. 1984, Pratley et al. 1994, Campbell et al. 1994, Hunter et al. 2000, Castaneda et al. 2002, Schmitz et al. 2003). Since the reduction in fat
mass is often accompanied by an increase in lean mass (LM), there is often no change in body weight. Therefore, RT is sometimes overlooked as a therapy for obesity, despite the beneficial influence it has on body composition. Increases in LM have important consequences as LM is closely related to resting metabolic rate. An estimated 5 kg increase in LM translates to an estimated increase in energy expenditure of 100 kcal per day (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). This is especially noteworthy when considering that aging is associated with rapid losses in muscle mass. Maintaining a large, active muscle mass can mitigate the effects of aging and improve body composition. Studies specifically investigating RMR have demonstrated that RT can increase RMR, even in older and elderly populations (Campbell et al. 1994, Pratley et al. 1994).

The role of RT in improving body composition is also significant when considering calorie restriction diets. Calorie restriction diets have been shown to be effective in inducing weight loss although they are also associated with reductions in LM and RMR (Tresierras & Balady 2009). The effects of a diet only (DO) intervention was compared with a combined diet and RT (DR) intervention in 33 obese men (Ross et al. 1996). Similar reductions in body weight were achieved in both DO and DR groups; however, only the DR group saw a preservation of skeletal muscle volume – skeletal muscle volume was significantly decreased in the DO group.

Not only does RT reduce total body FM, but evidence also suggests that RT targets visceral fat located in the abdomen. For instance, 16 weeks of RT performed 3 times a week using variable resistance machines resulted in reductions in visceral fat in both men and women, with concurrent increases in LM (Treuth et al. 1994, Treuth et al. 1995). Similarly, Ibanez et al. (2005) reported a 10.3% reduction in visceral fat following 16 weeks of progressive RT performed 2 times a week in older men with type 2 diabetes. 16 weeks of RT is also effective in diminishing visceral fat when combined with dietary interventions (Ross & Rissanen 1994, Ross et al. 1996, Rice et al. 1999).

Evidence suggests that RT can prevent the regain of visceral adipose tissue following weight loss (Hunter et al. 2010). Women followed a calorie restriction diet and lost weight for 1 year. After the year of weight loss, subjects were divided into a RT or control group for a 1-
year follow-up. Those not exercising in the follow-up experienced a 38% increase in visceral fat while there was no increase in visceral fat in the RT group.

In this literature review, an array of studies using a variety of protocols, ranging from short-term (12 weeks) to long-term (48 weeks), low-volume (5 reps per set) to high-volume (12 reps per set) and low-intensity (60% 1RM) to high-intensity (85% 1RM), were investigated in attempts to understand better the effects of RT on body composition. It is unclear if there is a certain RT protocol that is best designed to produce effective reductions in FM. However, it is noteworthy that all the studies described presently revealing reductions in visceral fat following RT used protocols lasting 16 weeks or longer in length. One study investigating the effects of a 12-week, 3 times a week, low-intensity RT protocol using resistance bands found no reductions in visceral fat in type 2 diabetics (Kwon et al. 2010). The lack of a significant reduction in visceral fat may be attributable to the lower duration of the protocol compared to those reported above, suggesting that there is a relationship between RT protocol length and visceral fat. Alternatively, it may be related to the low-intensity nature of the resistance bands used.

### 2.3.3 Blood pressure

Evidence from cross-sectional studies indicate that strength-trained athletes tend to have normal resting blood pressure levels (Goldberg 1989, Byrne & Wilmore 2000).

Two meta-analyses, one from 2000 and the other from 2005, searched the literature for studies examining the effect of RT on BP (Kelley & Kelley 2000, Cornelissen & Fagard 2005). Each meta-analysis had similar search inclusion strategies; studies had to be randomised controlled trials, RT had to be the only intervention, the intervention had to be 4 weeks or longer and subjects had to be normotensive or hypertensive, sedentary adults. The meta-analysis from 2000 included studies from 1966 to 1998, totalling 320 subjects. The results showed a significant mean decrease of 3 mmHg for both SBP and DBP, as a result of the RT. This was equated to a 2% decrease in SBP and 4% decrease in DBP. The meta-analysis from 2005 included studies from 1996 to 2003, totalling 341 subjects. The result of the meta-analysis was similar to that of Kelley & Kelley (2000); the overall effect of RT was a mean decrease of 3.2 mmHg in SBP and 3.5 mmHg in DBP. While RT appears to have only a modest BP-reducing effect, small changes can have major consequences. A 3 mmHg
reduction in SBP is estimated to decrease the risk of cardiac morbidity by 5 - 9%, stroke by 8 - 14% and all-cause mortality by 4% (Whelton et al. 2002).

The majority of studies in the literature suggest that RT has a beneficial effect on BP; however, there are studies that reveal no significant changes in SBP or DBP following RT (Cononie et al. 1991, Smutok et al. 1993, Honkola et al. 1997). In addition, the meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010) concluded that RT has a positive influence on SBP, but not DBP; their analysis of 13 RCTs revealed no statistically significant effect of RT on DBP. Genetics may affect the response of BP to RT (Hurley et al. 2011). In an unpublished study described in Hurley et al. (2011), older men and women with a specific genotype within their angiotensin II type 1 receptor and angiotensionogen gene experienced the greatest reduction in BP after RT, in comparison with those with other genotypes at this loci.

Both the meta-analysis of Kelley & Kelley (2000) and Cornelissen & Fagard (2005) noted that there is a small volume of research examining the effects of RT on BP in individuals with hypertension; studies that have suggest that RT has a beneficial effect on those with varying levels of prehypertension or hypertension (Martel et al. 1999, Harris & Holly 1987, Hagberg et al. 1984, Collier et al. 2008, Miura et al. 2015). In addition, acute bouts of RT appear to invoke a hypotensive response (Fisher 2001, Hardy & Tucker 1998). This response was present in both normotensive and prehypertensive subjects.

In this literature review, an array of studies using a variety of RT protocols, ranging from short-term (4 weeks) to long-term (24 weeks) and low intensity (40% 1RM) to high-intensity (80% 1RM), were investigated in attempts to better understand the effects that RT has on BP. It is unclear whether there is a certain RT protocol that is best designed to improve BP, however, Strasser et al. (2010) identified a possible relationship between RT volume and frequency and improvements in BP. They noted that higher frequency protocols (3 times a week versus 2 or less) with greater volumes (9 sets per muscle group per week or more) resulted in the most effective reductions in BP.

If RT does truly improve BP, the underlying physiological mechanisms are unclear. According to Komi (2003), reductions in BP are likely related to decreased body fat and changes in sympathoadrenal drive. In his review, Goldberg (1989) investigated possible mechanisms. He determined that changes in BP due to RT were likely a result of one or a
combination of the following adaptations: reduced heart rate, increased insulin sensitivity, increased muscle mass and strength and decreased body fat and body salt levels.

2.3.4 Lipid Profile

Cross-sectional studies provide little insight into the effect of RT on the lipid profile. For instance, one cross-sectional study showed that HDL cholesterol values in male strength athletes are comparable to that of endurance athletes (Yki-Jarvinen et al. 1984). However, another found that strength athletes have reduced HDL cholesterol values in comparison to endurance athletes (Clarkson et al. 1981).

The results from longitudinal studies and randomised controlled trials are also inconclusive. Some studies show that in men and women with normal lipid profiles, a short-term RT protocol improves levels of TC, LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol and TG (Goldberg et al. 1984, Hurley et al. 1988). However, other investigations have revealed no reduction in dyslipidemia after RT (Manning et al. 1991, Smutok et al. 1993, LeMura et al. 2000, Staron et al. 2000, Dunstan et al. 2002).

There exists several studies, suggesting that RT improves the lipid profile, that have been criticized in subsequent review articles for not using proper controls to isolate the independent effect of RT (Komi 2003, Hurley 1989, Hurley et al. 2011). Inadequate control of age, diet and training program has been identified, as well as not considering the acute effects of the last RT session. The review of Hurley et al. (1989) concluded that when studies are properly controlled, the majority show no significant improvement in the lipid profile following RT. Similarly, another review came to the same conclusion, affirming that RT has little influence on the lipid profile in middle-aged and older individuals (Braith & Stewart 2006). A meta-analysis examining studies from 1955 to 2007, representing 1329 men and women, found that RT lowered total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol and triglyceride values (Kelley & Kelley 2009). However, included in this meta-analysis were some of the studies that were criticized by Hurley et al. (1989), Braith & Stewart (2006) and Hurley et al. (2011).

Despite the large body of evidence that suggests that RT has little or no effect on the lipid profile, there are some well-controlled studies that show otherwise. For instance, one study investigating the effects of an 11-week RT protocol (8RM) in healthy, elderly women
concluded that RT positively influences the lipid profile (Fahlman et al. 2002). They revealed elevated HDL levels and reduced LDL, TC and TG levels in the intervention group compared to the control group. Elsewhere, Asian Indians with type 2 diabetes performed 12 weeks of progressive resistance training (Misra et al. 2008). There was a significant decline in both total cholesterol and triglycerides in the intervention group. It is noteworthy that both these independent studies revealed a reduction in TG following RT, as elevated TG is a component of the criteria definition of the metabolic syndrome.

There are few investigations into the effect of RT in subjects with dyslipidemia alone. A single study examined the influence of 20 weeks of high-volume (15-20 RM) RT in subjects with abnormal lipid profiles, in combination with at least two other markers for coronary heart disease (Kokkinos et al. 1991). The results revealed no significant changes in TG, TC or HDL.

The effect of RT on the lipid profile remains controversial. Further, it is unclear if there is a particular RT protocol that is best designed to produce improvements in the lipid profile. In this literature review, an array of studies using a variety of RT protocols, ranging from short-term (11 weeks) to long-term (24 weeks) and low-intensity (40% 1RM) to high-intensity (85% 1RM), have been investigated in attempts to elucidate the effect that RT has on the lipid profile. Evidence suggests that high-volume, low-intensity RT protocols may be the most effective in improving HDL levels (Strasser et al. 2010). For instance, one study using high-volume, low-intensity (40-60% RM) RT resulted in improvements in HDL after 1 year of exercise (Balducci et al. 2004). Conversely, two studies using higher intensity RT protocols (70-80% RM and 75-85% RM) revealed no improvements in HDL (Castaneda et al. 2002, Dunstan et al. 2002). In addition, a study investigating the acute effects of RT of varying intensities found a similar result (Lira et al. 2010). The low-intensity groups (50% 1RM and 75% 1RM) experienced the greatest acute improvements in the lipid profile in comparison to the high-intensity groups (90% 1RM and 110% 1RM). According to the meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010), there may also be a relationship between RT frequency and improvements in the lipid profile. They identified a study that revealed that improvements in LDL and TG were greater when subjects performed RT 2 times a week, rather than 3 (Honkola et al. 1997).
If RT does indeed improve the lipid profile, the underlying physiological mechanisms are unclear. Improvements may be related to changes in the oxidative capacity of skeletal muscle due to a shift from type 2b fibers to type 2a, or an increase in the number of capillaries per muscle fiber. Changes in body composition, specifically reductions in fat mass, have also been proposed (Komi 2003).

### 2.3.5 Mechanisms

Resistance training appears to enhance the cardiometabolic profile and improve markers of the metabolic syndrome. However, the physiological mechanisms underlying these improvements have not been completely elucidated.

In this review of the literature, changes in muscle strength and muscle quality, as well as changes in body composition, have consistently emerged as possible mechanisms. Changes in adipocytokines, pro-inflammatory cytokines and other immune system biomarkers may also be involved.

As many of these potential mechanisms are inter-related, it is probable that they interact together to improve markers of the metabolic syndrome. Alternatively, it is possible that one component plays a dominant role while the others are secondary.

### 2.3.6 Dose-response relationship

When investigating the use of RT as a tool to prevent and/or treat chronic disease, it is important to consider the dose-response relationship. In other words, it is necessary to know how much RT is needed (in terms of the length, frequency, volume and duration of RT) to invoke a clinically significant, meaningful improvement in cardiometabolic risk factors.

This literature review has attempted to identify any possible dose-response relationship between RT and improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome. Possible dose-response relationships were identified between:

- RT protocol length and improvements in glucose tolerance (2.3.1)
- RT protocol length and reductions in visceral fat (2.3.2)
- RT protocol volume and frequency and improvements in BP (2.3.3)
• RT protocol volume and frequency and improvements in the lipid profile (2.3.4)

Overall, it is unclear whether there is a certain RT protocol that is best designed to induce effective improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly; however, from this review, it does appear that there exists some dose-response relationship between RT and cardiometabolic risk factors.

A lack of time is the most commonly cited barrier to physical activity and exercise (Sallis JF 1999). Older adults and the elderly often identify physical activity as time consuming (Chao, et al. 2000). Therefore, it is important to identify the minimal amount of RT needed (smallest dose) to produce meaningful, health-promoting changes in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome.


There are a very limited number of studies investigating the effects of RT on cardiometabolic risk factors using short-term (<16 weeks) and low frequency (<3 times a week) protocols; only two studies have been identified (Staron et al. 2000, Miura et al. 2015). Staron et al. (2000) found that 16 sessions of RT (8 weeks x 2 times a week) did not alter lipid levels in young, healthy males. Miura et al. (2015) reported that 24 RT sessions (12 weeks x 2 times a week) improved BP in older women. It is important to note that the circuit RT was
performed in conjunction with recreational/aerobic activities; therefore, the study did not investigate the effects of RT alone.
3 AIMS OF THE STUDY

3.1 Research questions and hypotheses

The effect of resistance training on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome has not been completely elucidated. While the majority of studies suggest that RT has a positive effect on these risk factors, there are some contradictory results. Further, the positive changes after RT are often statistically significant, but questions can be asked of their clinical significance.

The mechanisms by which RT exerts a positive effect on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome are controversial. Further, the smallest dose of RT needed to exert a meaningful effect on these risk factors is unclear.

Therefore, the primary aims of the study are:

1) To investigate the effects of a short-term, high-repetition resistance training protocol with short rest periods on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in an untrained, heterogeneous elderly population
2) If there are improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome following RT, attempt to identify if they are clinically significant

The secondary aims of the study are:

1) Investigate the physiological mechanisms underlying changes following RT
2) To consider the results in the context of the dose-response relationship
3) To consider the outcomes of the study in terms of practical application in attempts to make recommendations about exercise prescription and participation.

It is expected that the RT protocol used presently will improve strength and muscle mass. Whether RT will influence risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in a meaningful way is unclear. Any precise hypothesis regarding underlying mechanisms and the dose-response relationship are not realistic at this point in time.
4 METHODS

4.1 Subjects

A letter was sent out in October 2014 to 2000 individuals between 65 and 75 years old in the Jyväskylä region. Information about the individuals was received from the central records bureau (Väestorekisterikeskus). From the 2000 letters sent out, 450 individuals registered for the study, 140 attended an information session and 115 signed informed consent forms and were medically screened. The medical examination was completed in January 2015. To participate in the study, individuals had to meet the following exclusion criteria:

- Be between 65 and 75 years old
- On average, perform less than 3 hours of aerobic/endurance training a week
- Have no experience in resistance training
- No smoking
- No lower limb disabilities (cartilage damage, replaced joints etc.)
- Non-obese (<30 BMI)
- No testosterone therapy in the past 10 years
- No adverse reactions to exercise in the past 6 months

One hundred one individuals were cleared to participate in the study. The sample study (n=101) was divided into a training group (n=79) and a control group (n=22) (Table 5). The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the University of Jyväskylä Ethical Committee.

Anthropometric data, including standing height (wall-mounted tape measure, accuracy 0.01 m) and weight (digital scale, accuracy 0.1 kg, Seca 708, Seca, Espoo, Finland), were assessed pre-training. Body mass index was calculated using the formula:

\[ \text{BMI} = \frac{\text{Body mass (kg)}}{\text{Height}^2 \text{ (m)}} \]
TABLE 5. The body composition, anthropometric and sex characteristics of the study sample, training group and control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study Sample</th>
<th>Training Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean ±SD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (yrs.)</strong></td>
<td>69.3 ±2.7</td>
<td>69.3 ±2.8</td>
<td>69.3 ±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body mass (kg)</strong></td>
<td>77.8 ±13.8</td>
<td>79.0 ±14.4</td>
<td>74.0 ±11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height (m)</strong></td>
<td>1.67 ±0.09</td>
<td>1.67 ±0.09</td>
<td>1.67 ±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI</strong></td>
<td>27.6 ±3.7</td>
<td>28.0 ±3.9</td>
<td>26.3 ±2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td>56 female, 45 male</td>
<td>45 female, 34 male</td>
<td>11 female, 11 male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Experimental design

4.2.1 Overall design

The experimental design of the study can been in Figure 3.

![Experimental design](image)

FIGURE 3 – The experimental design of the study.

Baseline measurements were completed in February 2015 on all participating subjects. Following baseline measurements, subjects in the training group began the training protocol in March 2015, while subjects in the control group maintained their normal daily activities. The training group completed 12 weeks/3 months of training, ending in May 2015. Post-training measurements were completed on all participating subjects in June 2015. Subjects in the training and control groups were instructed to maintain their normal daily physical
activity and dietary habits external to the imposed testing and training of the study, throughout the duration of the study.

4.2.2 Training Protocol

The training protocol was carried out in the gym of the Liikunta building at the University of Jyväskylä. Resistance training was performed in the gym using commercial resistance machines, cable and pulley systems and free weights (dumbbells).

Supervisors, who ensured that subjects were performing the session according to protocol, as well as simultaneously monitoring their health and safety, attended training sessions prior to the beginning of the training protocol. Supervisors also monitored exercise technique and encouraged subjects to progressively overload during training. Before the training protocol began, the subjects attended an information session explaining the essential principles and fundamentals of resistance training, as well as the complete training protocol. Before each training session, subjects completed a short warm-up protocol consisting of light aerobic exercises and some added flexibility exercises. Each training session was designed to last approximately 1 hour. Subjects were instructed to allow for at least 48 hours of rest between training sessions.

The overall training program was broken down into 3 mesocycles (1 mesocycle = ~4 weeks). Before each mesocycle, subjects were given written instructions on the details of the protocol. Further, supervisors were knowledgeable of the protocol for each mesocycle so that they were able to advise the subjects in the gym if questions arose. The details of the protocol for a given mesocycle included: the aim of the protocol, the exercises to complete, the number of repetitions and sets to complete, and the length of rest periods to observe. Subjects were to follow the protocol meticulously, and to record their training information (i.e. loads/resistances etc.) in personal training logs kept in a locked room at the gym. Supervisors constantly monitored training logs to ensure primarily that the subjects were progressing appropriately.

During each mesocycle, a pre-set range of repetitions (i.e. 16-20) was given to the subjects. Subjects were instructed to determine the load where concentric failure would occur during
at least one set before they could complete all the reps in that range. Therefore, subjects were expected to be continually increasing their loads used during a mesocycle.

During the 12-week (3 mesocycles) training period, the training group (n=79) performed high-repetition, full-body resistance training twice a week (2x) with limited rest between sets, focussing primarily on local muscular endurance. The complete details of the training protocol are shown in Table 6.

**TABLE 6** – The complete details of the training protocol. The letter describes the exercise completed: *M* denotes machine, *p* denotes pulley/cable, *d* denotes dumbbells and *bw* denotes body weight. The exercises listed per mesocycle were split into two separate training sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Goal/Aim of protocol</th>
<th>Exercises</th>
<th>Repetitions (#)</th>
<th>Sets (#)</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Special Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Muscular endurance</td>
<td>Leg press (<em>m</em>), leg/knee extension (<em>m</em>), chest press (<em>m</em>), latissimus pull-down (<em>m</em>), triceps pulldown/extension (<em>p</em>), sit-ups (<em>bw</em>), back extension (<em>m</em>), shoulder press (<em>m</em>), seated row (<em>m</em>), biceps curls (<em>p</em>), sitting calf raises (<em>m</em>) and abdomen curls (<em>m</em>)</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>Muscular endurance/hypertrophy</td>
<td>Leg press, leg extension, leg flexion, chest press, lat. pull-down, triceps pulldown, sit-ups, back extension, shoulder press, seated row, biceps curls, sitting calf raises, abdomen curls, shoulder raises (<em>d</em>) and ‘superman’ body raises (<em>bw</em>)</td>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>See “Superset” protocol</td>
<td>“Superset” protocol: 2 exercises in succession (30s rest between), 2-4 mins rest after each superset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>Muscular endurance/hypertrophy</td>
<td>Leg press, leg extension, leg flexion, chest press, lat. pull-down, triceps pulldown, sit-ups, back extension, shoulder press, seated row, biceps curls, sitting calf raises, abdomen curls, shoulder raises and ‘superman’ body raises</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>See “Superset” protocol</td>
<td>“Superset” protocol: 2 exercises in succession (no rest between), 1 min rest after each superset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The relatively low-load, high-repetition nature of the protocol was chosen due to the age and untrained status of the subjects, so that unnecessary dropouts were avoided, and their health and safety was ensured.

4.2.3 Control group

The control group (n=22) did not complete the training protocol. For the duration of the training protocol, they were instructed to maintain their normal daily activities.

4.3 Data collection

All measurements were performed in the Viveca building at the University of Jyväskylä. Prior to the beginning of the training protocol, baseline measurements (strength, body composition, glucose tolerance, blood pressure and lipid profile) were performed on the study sample. These same measurements were performed on the study sample following the 3 month training protocol. Due to scheduling conflicts, injury/illnesses and the use of medication, the number of subjects measured was not equal across all tests. The explanation behind the sample used for each test is described below in the relevant section.

4.3.1 Strength

Strength was assessed by a 1-repetition maximum (1RM) test. All subjects performed a familiarization session for the 1RM test prior to baseline measurements. Each subject completed a maximal dynamic horizontal 1RM test in the seated position using a David 210 dynamometer (David Sports Ltd., Helsinki, Finland). 1RM is the maximum load a subject can lift concentrically for one repetition. Leg extension in the subjects began at a knee angle of approximately 70° (68.4°±3.5). Subjects were instructed to hold the handles on the device tightly, and ensure that their buttocks and back remained in constant contact with the seat and backrest of the device throughout the test, and fully extend their legs (180°), without locking the knees (Figure 4). Verbal encouragement was given to all subjects. Prior to the start of the test, based on the 1RM results from the familiarization session, subjects performed a warm-up protocol of 6 reps at 50% of their estimated 1RM, 4 reps at 70% of their estimated 1RM, 2 reps at 90% of their estimated 1RM and 1 rep at 95% of their estimated 1RM, with 1 minute rest between sets. Following the warm-up, the 1RM test began with 90 seconds rest between attempts. The aim was to complete the test within five attempts. The greatest load
that the subjects could fully lift was recorded as their 1RM. Loads were increased or decreased in increments of 1.25, 2.5, 5 or 10 kg. Baseline and post-training tests measurements were performed at the same time of day (±2 hour) and with similar ambient conditions.

One subject in the control group was excluded from the 1RM test due to a minor foot injury he suffered prior to the post-training test. All other subjects performed the 1RM tests.

The 1RM test has been shown to be a valid way of assessing in vivo strength in both elderly men and women, as well as being an accurate way of measuring changes in leg muscle strength (Verdijk et al. 2009). Further, the 1RM test has a high level of repeatability (Levinger et al. 2009). In a previous study conducted in the same laboratory with the same dynamometer, the inter-day reliability values for the 1RM measurements were 0.981 and 3.1 % for ICC and CV, respectively (Walker et al. 2015).

FIGURE 4 – A subject demonstrating the positioning during a 1RM test.
4.3.2 Body Composition

Whole-body tissue composition was measured using Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) (Lunar Prodigy Advance, GE Medical Systems, Madison, United States). Measurements were performed in the morning (between 8:00 and 10:00) after a 12-hour fast. Subjects were asked to remove any metal objects and remove any excess clothing, so that the measurement was performed with minimal clothing (only shorts and/or undergarments). They were positioned so that their spine was aligned with the longitudinal line running down the middle of the bed. Their feet were secured with a footrest made out of Styrofoam and their arms were placed beside their body with their palms facing in, with beanbags separating the hands from the thighs and upper arms from the torso. Subjects were to lie still throughout the duration of the scan. Each scan took approximately 6 minutes. For the post-training measurements, the scan/image from baseline measurements was consulted to ensure that the subjects were in the same position for both measurements.

Two subjects in the training group were excluded from the body composition tests due to scheduling conflicts and minor illnesses. All other subjects performed all the body composition tests.

Automatic analysis (Encore version 14.10.022) provided whole body fat mass and lean mass (kg). Android fat mass (kg), as defined in the user manual (lower boundary at pelvis cut; upper boundary above pelvis cut by 20% of the distance between pelvis and neck cuts; lateral boundaries are the arm cuts) (Lunar User Manual 2010), was also provided automatically.

Studies have consistently shown that DXA is a valid and reliable method of assessing body composition in subjects of all ages (Chen et al. 2007, Kaul et al. 2012, Glickman et al. 2004). Further, a 2014 study showed that DXA (Lunar Prodigy) measures android fat precisely and reliably (coefficient of variance = 1.6 %) in men and women aged 20-84 years old (Kaminsky et al. 2014). In addition, DXA is sensitive to changes in fat in the abdominal region (Glickman et al. 2004). In a previous study conducted in the same laboratory, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for the body composition measures were 0.786–0.975 (Schumann et al. 2014).
4.3.3 Glucose tolerance, blood pressure and lipid profile

A qualified lab technician, using standard laboratory techniques, conducted the OGTT, blood pressure measurements and blood sample collection needed for analysis of lipids (TC and TG) and lipoproteins (HDL and LDL cholesterol). Measurements began between 8:00 and 8:30 in the morning, after the subjects had performed a 12-hour fast.

Blood pressure measurements were taken first, using an automated device (Omron M6W, Omron Healthcare Co., Ltd. Hoofddorp, Netherlands). Two recordings were taken for each subject, using the right arm. The lowest systolic and diastolic blood pressure reading of the two recordings was used in the analysis to account for the white-coat effect. Blood pressure measurements were also taken in all subjects during the medical screening sessions prior to the beginning of the study. Therefore, the subjects were likely more comfortable with the process of having their blood pressure taken during the actual tests, thus reducing the magnitude of the white-coat effect.

Next, venous blood samples (~11 ml) were collected from the antecubital vein into tubes (Vacuette Serum Gel Tube, Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Kremsmünster, Austria) using sterile needles. Blood samples were centrifuged (Megafure 1.0 R Heraeus, DJB Lab Care, Germany) at 3,500 rpm for 10 minutes after which serum was removed and stored at -20 °C (for a maximum of 3 months) until analysis. Serum samples of glucose, lipids and lipoproteins were analyzed with the Konelab 20 XTi -device (Thermo Electron Co, Vantaa, Finland). Serum samples of insulin were analyzed with the Immulite 2000 XPi device (Siemens Healthcare, Espoo, Finland). Subjects then ingested a 75 g glucose load (GlucosePro, Comed Oy, Tampere, Finland).

Blood samples were taken 60 minutes (60-minute glucose and insulin) and 120 minutes (120-minute glucose and insulin) after the ingestion of the glucose load, again using the same protocol as at baseline (0-minute glucose and insulin).

Twelve subjects on medication (i.e. Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus medication) were removed from the OGTT. Thirteen subjects on medication (i.e. beta-blockers) were excluded from the blood pressure measurements. All subjects in the training group and control group were included in the lipid profile test.
Inter-assay coefficients of variance were 0.9% for glucose, 5.9% for insulin, 7.7% for HDL, 3.7% for LDL, 5.2% for TC and 1.9% for TG. The analytical sensitivity for glucose was 0.03 mmol/l, 14 pmol/l for insulin, 0.1 mmol/l for HDL, 0.04 mmol/l for LDL, 0.02 mmol/l for TC and 0.02 mmol/l for TG. The measurement ranges for glucose, insulin, LDL, HDL, TC and TG were 0.3-120.0 mmol/l, 14-2165 pmol/l, 0.2-15 mmol/l, 0.09-11 mmol/l, 0.05-11 mmol/l and 0.05-11 mmol/l, respectively.

4.4 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was completed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 21 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Conventional statistical methods were used to determine mean and standard deviation (SD) values. The normality of the data was tested using Shapiro-Wilk (n < 50) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (n ≥ 50) tests. If the distribution of a variable was not normally distributed, it was modified using arithmetic transformations (Lg10, Ln and SQRT).

Repeated measures ANOVA (2 group x 2 time) was used to identify main effects and interactions, for all variables. A paired-samples t-test and an independent-samples t-test were used as post hoc tests. Within-group differences (pre-training (PRE) vs post-training (POST)) were analysed using a paired-samples t-test. Between-group differences (training group versus control group) were analyzed using an independent-samples t-test.

In the case where a variable was not normally distributed after arithmetic transformation (total-body lean mass), non-parametric tests were used. The Friedman test was used to test for differences between the distributions of a variable. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test and an independent-samples Mann-Whitney U test were used as post hoc tests; a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to analyze within-group differences and an independent-samples Mann-Whitney U to analyze between-group differences.

Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated between the percent change (%), the delta change (Δ) and baseline values (PRE) for each variables. The significance level for all tests was set α = 0.05.
5 Results

5.1 Strength

Significant increases in 1RM were observed in the training group (pre-training: 110.4 ±34.6 vs. post-training: 123.8 ±36.5; p<0.001), but not in the control group (pre-training: 118.8 ±29.1 vs. post-training: 121.2 ±29.8; p>0.05). The relative change in 1RM (%) over the study period was significantly different between groups (Figure 5).

5.2 Body composition

The training group experienced increased total body lean mass (LM) (1.2% ±2.4, p<0.05), as well as decreased total body fat mass (FM) (-2.5% ±5.5, p<0.05) and android fat mass (AF) (-3.5% ±6.9, p<0.05). These changes were significantly greater than in the control group (Figure 6). No significant changes were observed in the control group for any variable.

FIGURE 5 – Change in 1RM (%) in the training and control groups. ***p<0.001 denotes a significant difference between groups.
FIGURE 6 – The relative change (%) in fat mass, android fat and lean mass over the study period in the training and control group. *p<0.05 denotes a significant difference between groups.

5.3 Glucose tolerance, blood pressure and lipid profile

Glucose tolerance. There was a main effect of time for 120-minute glucose (glucose_120) \((F(1, 87) = 4.4, \ p<0.05)\). Post hoc tests revealed a significant reduction in glucose_120 in the training group, but not in the control group (Table 7). This change in the training group was not significantly different in comparison to the control group. There were no other significant changes in the training or control group for any of the measures from the OGTT.

Blood pressure. There was a significant main effect of time \((F(1, 87) = 4.0, \ p<0.05)\) for SBP. Post hoc tests revealed that there was a significant reduction in SBP in the training group, but not in the control group (Table 8). This change in the training group was not significantly different in comparison to the control group. There were no other changes in blood pressure in the training or control groups.
TABLE 7 – OGTT results (mean ± standard deviation) for the training and control group. *p<0.05 denotes a significant difference over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INT (n = 68)</th>
<th></th>
<th>CON (n = 21)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose 0 min (mmol/L)</td>
<td>5.7 ±0.5</td>
<td>5.6 ±0.6</td>
<td>5.6 ±0.5</td>
<td>5.5 ±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose 60 min (mmol/L)</td>
<td>8.4 ±2.3</td>
<td>8.3 ±2.4</td>
<td>8.8 ±2.7</td>
<td>9.1 ±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose 120 min (mmol/L)</td>
<td>7.1 ±1.7</td>
<td>6.6 ±1.8*</td>
<td>7.2 ±2.6</td>
<td>6.7 ±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin 0 min (pmol/L)</td>
<td>57.0 ±45.1</td>
<td>56.2 ±54.2</td>
<td>41.6 ±28.6</td>
<td>39.5 ±27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin 60 min (pmol/L)</td>
<td>402.3 ±273.8</td>
<td>385.1 ±224.6</td>
<td>344.0 ±28.6</td>
<td>353.7 ±167.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin 120 min (pmol/L)</td>
<td>373.6 ±243.1</td>
<td>346.0 ±178.3</td>
<td>311.3 ±186.3</td>
<td>331.2 ±176.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 8 – Blood pressure (mean ± standard deviation) for the training and control group. *p<0.05 denotes a significant difference over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>SBP (mm/Hg)</th>
<th></th>
<th>DBP (mm/Hg)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT (n = 68)</td>
<td>153.5 ±20.5</td>
<td>148.1 ±20.7*</td>
<td>80.4 ±9.1</td>
<td>79.4 ±10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON (n = 20)</td>
<td>145.9 ±20.6</td>
<td>142.8 ±16.5</td>
<td>79.1 ±10.4</td>
<td>78.1 ±12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lipid profile. There was a significant interaction between group and time for LDL ($F(1, 99) = 4.9$, p<0.05). Post hoc tests revealed a significant reduction in LDL in the control group (Table 9), which was significantly greater than in the training group (-6.1% ±11.0 vs 3.5% ±21.1, p<0.05; respectively).

There was a main effect of time for TC ($F(1, 99) = 16.4$, p<0.001) and HDL ($F(1,99) = 4.0$, p<0.05). Post hoc tests revealed a significant reduction in TC in the training and control groups (Table 9). These changes were not different between groups (-4.1% ±11.8 vs -5.1% ±10; p>0.05). In addition, there was a significant reduction in HDL in the training group, but this change was not significantly different from the control group (-5.6% ±14.2 vs 1.5% ± 25.5, p>0.05; respectively).
There was a main effect of group for HDL ($F(1, 99) = 4.9, p<0.05$) and TG ($F(1, 99) = 8.9, p<0.01$). Post hoc tests revealed that post-training HDL was significantly greater in the control group compared to the training group, and pre-training and post-training TG were significantly greater in the training group compared to the control group (Table 9).

TABLE 9 – Lipid profile (mean ±standard deviation) for the training and control group. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 denote significant differences over time. *p<0.05 denotes a significant difference between groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>Total cholesterol (mmol/L)</th>
<th>HDL cholesterol (mmol/L)</th>
<th>LDL cholesterol (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Triglycerides (mmol/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT (n = 79)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4**</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 22)</td>
<td>±1.1</td>
<td>±1.0</td>
<td>±0.5</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON (n = 22)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.1</td>
<td>±0.9</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
<td>±0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Correlations

There was a significant, inverse correlation between PRE 1RM and 1RM change (%) ($r = -0.585, p<0.001$), PRE SBP and SBP change (%) ($r = -0.439, p<0.001$) (Figure 7), PRE glucose_120 and glucose_120 change (%) ($r = -0.367, p<0.01$) and PRE SBP and glucose_120 change (%) ($r = -0.330, p<0.05$).

A significant, positive correlation between FM change ($\Delta$) and insulin_120 change ($\Delta$) ($r = 0.340, p<0.01$) (Figure 8) and AF change ($\Delta$) and insulin_120 change ($\Delta$) ($r = 0.335, p<0.01$) was found. In addition, there was a significant, positive correlation between FM change (%) and DBP change ($\Delta$) ($r = 0.349, p<0.01$) and AF change (%) and DBP change ($\Delta$) ($r = 0.272, p<0.05$).
FIGURE 7 – Inverse correlation between PRE SBP and SBP change (%).

FIGURE 8 – Positive correlation between FM change (Δ) and insulin_120 change (Δ).
There was a significant, positive correlation between PRE glucose_0 and PRE FM (r = 0.361, p<0.01), PRE glucose_0 and PRE AF (Figure 9) (r = 0.533, p<0.001), PRE glucose_0 and PRE SBP (r = 0.324, p<0.01) and PRE insulin_0 and PRE AF (r = 0.422, p<0.001).

FIGURE 9 - Positive correlation between PRE glucose_0 and PRE AF.
6 Discussion

Lower-body strength improved by ~12% in the training group – a significant increase in comparison to the control group (~2%). This finding confirms the study hypothesis, demonstrating that RT is effective in improving strength, even in elderly populations lifting relatively light loads. There was a significant, inverse relationship ($r = -0.585$, $p<0.001$) between 1RM strength at baseline and the change in 1RM strength (%), suggesting that the subjects who were least strong prior to the study experienced the greatest increase in strength.

The increase in strength seen presently is comparable to improvements reported in the literature. For instance, Cononie et al. (1991) reported that 12 weeks of RT (one set of 8-12 reps) performed 3 times a week increased strength by 12% in subjects aged 70-79 years old. Galvao et al. (2005) described a spectrum of strength improvements, ranging from approximately 6 - 25 % (depending on the exercise) following 20 weeks of RT performed 3 times a week in elderly women, although the increase in strength reported for the leg press exercise was 14%. Notably, there are studies that have reported improvements in strength of larger magnitude. For instance, Ryan et al. (2001) described a ~18% and ~28% increase in leg press strength in older men and women, respectively. However, the RT protocol used higher resistances (10RM for lower body exercises) and was considerably longer in duration (24 weeks) than the present protocol, which may explain the discrepancy in strength gains.

Strength is strongly associated with functional capacity and independence in the elderly (Galvao & Taaffe 2005, DiFrancisco-Donoghue et al. 2007). Therefore, the increase in muscular strength in the training group likely had a profound effect on the day-to-day living and overall quality of life of these subjects, although functional capacity was not directly measured in the present study.

Strength may also be related to the occurrence and prevalence of chronic disease. Evidence from cross-sectional studies reveal that poor muscle strength is associated with higher prevalences of cardiovascular risk factors and type 2 diabetes (Park et al. 2006, Fahs et al. 2010). This may simply be an indirect relationship however, related to the physical inactivity associated with those with chronic disease (i.e. an individual on bed rest), rather than a causal relationship.
The ~2% increase in strength in the control group is likely attributable to a learning effect. While there was a familiarization session designed to introduce subjects to the 1RM test and develop their technique, improvements in technique may still have occurred from the PRE 1RM test to POST 1RM test. Alternatively, it may also be related to a change in psychological state. It is plausible that subjects felt more nervous during the PRE 1RM test than POST 1RM test, as they were less familiar with the test, the testers and the testing environment.

There was a ~1.2% (~0.7 kg) increase in LM in the training group, accompanied by a ~2.5% (~0.6 kg) reduction in FM and a ~3.5% (~0.1 kg) reduction in AF – all of which were significant in comparison to the control group. This finding suggests that RT is effective in improving body composition, even in elderly populations.

The improvements in body composition found presently are comparable to those reported in the literature. For instance, Schmitz et al. (2003) reported a significant increase in LM and a significant decrease in FM following 15 weeks of RT performed 2 times a week. Both these improvements in LM and FM were under 1 kg in terms of the magnitude of change, which is similar to what was reported currently. Campbell et al. (1994) found improvements in LM and FM following RT (+1.4 kg and -1.8 kg, respectively) that more than double the improvements reported currently, although the RT protocol used by Campbell et al. (1994) was longer in duration and higher in frequency than the one used presently. Additionally, the RT protocol was combined with dietary controls (diet that provided 0.8 or 1.6 g of protein per kg/day and adequate total energy to maintain baseline body weight) that may have emphasized the changes in body composition. Treuth et al. (1995) reported a 7.1% decrease in abdominal fat following RT that doubles the decrease seen presently (~3.5%). The fact that the RT protocol used by Treuth et al. (1995) had double the amount of training sessions as the present protocol (48 vs 24 sessions, respectively) may explain the discrepancy in the magnitude of abdominal fat reduction. It was noted in the literature review that all studies reporting a reduction in abdominal fat in the elderly following RT used protocols that were 16 weeks in length or longer. It appears that this is the first study to reveal a reduction in abdominal fat in the elderly following RT, using a protocol lasting less than 16 weeks.
Skeletal muscle appears to play an important role in the development of chronic disease. Skeletal muscle is a primary target for the disposal of triglycerides and glucose, and is an important component of RMR. Research suggests that maintaining a large, active muscle mass improves cardiometabolic risk factors, such as insulin resistance, obesity and hypertension (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). The loss of skeletal muscle associated with aging put the elderly at increased risk of developing the metabolic syndrome and chronic disease. The significant increase in LM found presently confirms the study hypothesis, and suggests that RT can not only slow sarcopenia, but also reverse it, at least temporarily (over a 12-week period). The implications of this finding, in regards to the metabolic syndrome and chronic disease, are considerable, as discussed.

As obesity is a powerful independent risk factor for the metabolic syndrome and chronic disease, and the prevalence of obesity is increasing globally, especially among the elderly, any method or treatment that reduces fat is worth consideration. In particular, it is visceral fat that is most linked to insulin resistance, the metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes (Bechtold et al. 2006). AF represents fat in the abdominal region and has been shown to be a legitimate surrogate measure of visceral fat (Miazgowski et al. 2014). Presently, reductions in both FM and AF were reported in the training group, suggesting that RT may be a viable method of preventing and/or treating obesity in elderly populations – a finding of considerable importance when considering the metabolic syndrome and chronic disease.

It is possible that the improvements in FM and AF are not attributable to RT alone. Subjects in both the training and control groups were instructed to maintain their normal dietary habits, although this was not directly controlled or monitored. Therefore, it may be that the reductions in FM and AF were influenced by dietary changes. However, the fact that the reduction in FM and AF was accompanied by an increase in LM suggests otherwise. Calorie restrictions diets can be effective in inducing weight loss; however, they are typically associated with losses in LM (Tresierras & Balady 2009). Evidence from the literature has shown that LM can be preserved when calorie restriction diets are combined with RT (Ross & Rissanen 1994, Ross et al. 1996, Rice et al. 1999). However, it is unlikely for LM to be significantly increased in a state of calorie restriction. There was a significant increase in LM
in the present study, suggesting that improvements in FM and AF were not related to dietary changes, but rather, the imposed intervention.

There was a significant reduction in 120-minute glucose (~0.5 mmol/L; ~5%) in the training group. There were no other significant changes in regards to the OGTT in either group.

The reduction in 120-minute glucose seen presently following RT is comparable to other reductions reported in the literature. For example, Miller et al. (1994) reported a similar reduction in 120-minute glucose (~0.3 mmol/L) after 16 weeks of RT that did not reach significance, although this may have been related to the size of the study sample (11 subjects). Smutok et al. (1994) found a large reduction in 120-minute glucose (1.4 mmol/L) that more than doubles the current reduction, although their study employed a longer duration (20 weeks) and higher frequency (3 times a week) of training.

Despite the improvement in glucose concentration at 120 minutes of the OGTT, RT did not appear to have a comprehensive effect on glucose tolerance. As there is a large body of evidence suggesting that RT improves glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity, the lack of a comprehensive change in the OGTT is likely related to characteristics specific to the present study, rather than providing new evidence suggesting that RT has little effect on glucose tolerance.

The lack of a comprehensive change in glucose tolerance may be related to the length of the RT protocol used. Snowling & Hopkins (2006) noted in their meta-analysis that RT resulted in significant improvements in glucose tolerance only when protocols lasted 12 weeks or longer. As the present RT protocol was only 12 weeks in length, it seems plausible that a longer lasting protocol would have resulted in more pronounced improvements in glucose tolerance.

The lack of an extensive change in glucose tolerance may also be associated with the heterogeneity of the study sample used presently. There was a significant, inverse correlation between 120-minute glucose at baseline and the change (%) in 120-minute glucose (r = -0.367, p<0.01), suggesting that subjects with impaired glucose tolerance at baseline experienced the greatest improvements in glucose tolerance. It is possible that if the current study had only investigated subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (or diabetics), the
resulting improvements would have been more distinct and comprehensive. When only examining the subjects in the training group with “impaired glucose tolerance” or worse (≥7.8 mmol/L – see Table 1) at 120 minutes of the OGTT at baseline (21 subjects), the resulting improvement in glucose tolerance of these subjects following RT is of greater magnitude (pre-training: 9.3 ±1.0 mmol/L vs. post-training: 8.2 ±1.9 mmol/L; -11.3% ±19.8) than when considering the whole training group together (pre-training: 7.1 ±1.7 mmol/L vs. post-training: 6.6 ±1.8 mmol/L; -4.9% ±21.5), supporting the proposition that more comprehensive changes in glucose tolerance would have been apparent if all subjects had impaired glucose tolerance at baseline.

While there were no significant changes in insulin concentrations during the OGTT, this does not necessarily imply that there were no changes in insulin sensitivity following RT in the training group. After the training intervention, subjects in the training group were able to clear significantly more glucose from the blood into insulin-dependent cells, while using the same amount of insulin as before the training intervention. This finding may be explained by an increase in insulin sensitivity in the training group, but as the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp technique is the only method of assessing insulin sensitivity directly, it remains open to interpretation.

At the very least, there appears to be a trend of improved glucose tolerance in the training group, suggesting that RT may be a viable method of improving glucose tolerance in elderly individuals, and supporting the conclusions of a large volume of literature. This finding is of considerable importance, when considering the development of the metabolic syndrome and chronic disease.

There was a significant improvement in SBP (~3%) in the training group, while there were no other changes in BP in either group. The ~5.5 mmHg reduction in SBP in the training group suggests that RT may be a viable method of improving BP in the elderly – which is of considerable importance in terms of the metabolic syndrome and development of chronic disease.

Two meta-analyses, from 2000 and 2005, reported an average reduction in SBP of 3 mmHg and 3.2 mmHg, respectively, following RT (Kelley & Kelley 2000, Cornelissen & Fagard 2005). Therefore, the reduction in SBP reported presently nearly doubles the reduction
reported in these meta-analyses. The meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010) however, reported a 6.2 mmHg reduction in SBP (based on eight trials), which better resembles the present reduction.

These discrepancies in SBP reduction may be related to RT protocol variables or subject characteristics, or both. For example, Strasser et al. (2010) identified a possible relationship between RT volume and improvements in BP – they noted that RT protocols with higher volumes (which they defined as ≥9 sets per muscle group per week) resulted in the most effective reductions in SBP. While the RT protocol used presently does not meet the criteria for this definition of “high-volume”, due to its high-repetition nature, it approaches the likes of a “high-volume” protocol, and would certainly not qualify as “low-volume”. This may explain the larger magnitude of the SBP reduction reported currently in comparison to the meta-analyses of Kelley & Kelley (2000) and Cornelissen & Fagard (2005), which included studies that used true “low-volume” RT protocols (i.e. 1 rep per set, 1 set per exercise).

Another explanation lies in the heterogeneity and baseline blood pressure of participating subjects. There was a significant, inverse correlation between SBP at baseline and the change (%) in SBP (r = -0.439, p<0.001), suggesting that those with high SBP at baseline experienced the greatest improvements in blood pressure. When only examining the subjects in the training group with stage 2 hypertension or worse (≥ 160 mmHg) at baseline (25 subjects), the resulting improvement in SBP of these subjects following RT is of greater magnitude (pre-training: 173.9 ±12.4 mmHg vs. post-training: 159.1 ±18.1 mmHg; -8.9% ±7.3) than when considering the whole training group together (pre-training: 153.5 ±20.5 mmHg vs. post-training: 148.1 ±20.7 mmHg; -2.6% ±11.2), supporting the hypothesis that the reduction in SBP would have been larger if only subjects with hypertension had been investigated. Further research is needed here however, as it has been noted that there is limited research examining the effects of RT on subjects with hypertension alone (Strasser et al 2010).

The meta-analysis of Kelley and Kelley (2000) and Cornelissen & Fagard (2005) also reported improvements in DBP following RT. There were no significant reductions in DBP in the present study. The explanation for this finding is unclear, although genetics may play a role; in an unpublished study described in Hurley et al. (2011), older men and women with
a specific genotype within their angiotensin II type 1 receptor and angiotensionogen gene experienced the greatest reduction in BP after RT, in comparison with those with other genotypes at this loci.

There may be a relationship between RT frequency and improvements in BP (Strasser et al. 2010). The authors noted that higher frequency protocols (3 times a week versus 2 or less) resulted in the most effective reductions in BP. Although high-frequency RT protocols may be better suited for improving BP, the present study reported improvements in SBP after RT performed only 2 times a week – a relatively low frequency of RT when considering the majority of literature on the subject. However, it is possible that if a higher frequency protocol had been used, there would have been a significant reduction in DBP accompanying the reduction in SBP.

The lack of a significant change in DBP in the present study may also be related to the baseline values of DBP in the training group. The average DBP in the training group was ~80 mmHg at baseline, which is on border between the “normal” classification and the “prehypertension” classification, according to the JNC7 (Table 3) (The Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure 2004). It is possible that significant reductions in DBP would have occurred if subjects were on average, pre-hypertensive or hypertensive at baseline, in terms of DBP. The question remains unclear however, as reductions in DBP have been reported after RT in normotensive subjects (Tsutsumi et al. 1997)

The more recent meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010) concluded that RT has a positive influence on SBP, but not DBP; their analysis of 13 RCTs revealed no statistically significant effect of RT on DBP. The results of the present study support the results of this meta-analysis and suggest that RT may have little effect on DBP.

The results of the lipid profile were unexpected. There was a reduction in HDL (~5%) in the training group, and a reduction in LDL (~6%) in the control group. Both groups experienced reductions in TC, and there were no significant changes in TG.

HDL was significantly reduced in the training group and LDL was significantly reduced in the control group. These reductions in HDL and LDL presumably explain the reductions in
TC in their respective groups. The difference in TG pre-training and post-training between groups is presumably related to the total fat content of the subjects in either group. At both pre-training and post-training, the intervention group had a higher total amount of fat than the control group (pre-training: 28.2 ±8.4 kg vs. 22.8 ±6.3 kg, p<0.01; post-training: 27.6 ±8.5 kg vs. 22.0 ±6.1 kg, p<0.05; respectively). Therefore, although there were no significant changes in TG in either group, total fat mass likely explains why the training group had significantly higher TG levels pre-training and post-training, compared to the control group.

Based on the present results, it appears that RT does not positively influence the lipid profile, suggesting that RT may not be a viable method of improving this risk for the metabolic syndrome. In comparison to the control group, RT appeared to have a detrimental effect on the lipid profile (training group: reduced HDL, no change in LDL; control group: no change in HDL, reduced LDL). While these findings are somewhat unexpected, out of all the risk factors for the metabolic syndrome, the effect of RT on the lipid profile is the most controversial. For instance, the conclusion of three independent meta-analyses has been that RT does not improve the lipid profile in a significant manner (Hurley 1989, Braith & Stewart 2006, Strasser et al. 2010). Therefore, the present results still support a large body of evidence demonstrating that RT does not improve the lipid profile. Nevertheless, there is also a body of evidence that shows the opposite is true (Kelley & Kelley 2009, Mann et al. 2014). It is unclear whether the lack of improvement in the lipid profile seen presently was because RT has truly little influence on the lipid profile, or because there were other factors present.

One factor that may have influenced the results is the influence of diet. Evidently, diet and dietary changes can affect lipid and lipoprotein levels. Certain diets (i.e. low fat) have been shown to improve the lipid profile (Huang et al. 2011). Although all subjects were instructed to maintain their normal dietary habits, this was not specifically controlled (i.e. with prepared meals, meal plans etc.). It is possible that the dietary habits of the training and/or control group changed during the study, affecting the response of the lipid profile.

Research has shown that there is a considerable seasonal variation in blood lipid levels, namely where cholesterol levels (TC, HDL and LDL) are higher in the fall and winter, and lower in the spring and summer (Ockene et al. 2004). Importantly, it appears that this effect is most striking in regions with extreme climatic variations, including Finland (Keys et al.
This seasonal variation may partially explain the reduction in HDL cholesterol in the training group and the reduction in LDL cholesterol in the control group, as baseline measurements were taking in the winter and post-training measurements were taken in the spring/early summer. However, as there was no corresponding reductions in HDL cholesterol in the control group or in LDL cholesterol in the training group, it is clear that this does not fully account for the unexpected lipid profile results found presently.

Another factor to consider is the length and frequency of the RT protocol used in this study. As discussed, the vast majority of studies investigating the effects of RT on cardiometabolic risk factors use long lasting (≥16 weeks), high-frequency (≥3 times a week) RT protocols. One study using a short duration (8 weeks) and low frequency (2 times a week) protocol revealed that RT (16 sessions; 6-10 RM) did not alter lipid levels in young healthy males (Staron et al. 2000). There may be a minimum amount of RT needed to improve the lipid profile that was not reached in that of Staron et al. (2000), or in the current study. Further research is needed here.

It has been suggested that there is a relationship between RT volume and improvements in the lipid profile (Strasser et al. 2010). This meta-analysis found that high-volume, low-intensity protocols appeared to best suited to induce improvements in HDL. As a moderately high-volume, low-intensity protocol was used presently, and there were no significant improvements in HDL, this hypothesis cannot be confirmed. Strasser et al. (2010) also noted a possible relationship between RT frequency and improvements in the lipid profile – they identified a study that found that improvements in LDL and TG were emphasized when subjects performed RT 2 times a week, rather than 3 (Honkola et al. 1997). Again, as the current protocol used a 2 times a week frequency, and no improvements in LDL or TG were found, this relationship cannot be confirmed.

Clinical significance. The present study reported numerous significant changes following RT, including improvements in body composition, glucose tolerance and blood pressure, all of which play a primary role in the metabolic syndrome. However, it is important to ask whether these changes were meaningful, or in other words, did RT lead to clinically significant improvements?
An approximately 12% increase in strength was found following RT. This finding appears to be clinically significant when considering the loss of strength associated with aging. Evidence indicates that maximum strength declines at a rate of approximately 5% per decade, from the age of 45 years old onwards (Aoyagi & Shephard 1992). Therefore, the increase in strength reported presently represents an offset of more than 2 decades of aging.

Changes in body composition also appear to be clinically significant. In a similar manner to strength, aging is associated with losses in LM. Evidence suggests that from the 5th decade onwards, sarcopenia occurs at a rate of approximately 0.5 kg/year (Strasser & Schobersberger 2011). Thus, the ~0.6 kg increase in LM reported presently represents a counteraction of more than a year of aging.

The only change in the OGTT following RT was a reduction in 120-minute glucose. However, 120-minute glucose appears to be the most clinically significant component of an OGTT. For instance, a study investigating the use of the OGTT as an indicator of mortality found that only higher 120-minute glucose was a significant independent risk factor for mortality (Metter et al. 2008). In addition, 120-minute OGTT hyperglycemia has been reported to be an independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease CVD (Meigs et al. 2002). Further, according to the cut-offs defined by the WHO (Table 1), the reduction in 120-minute glucose appears to be clinically significant. Pre-training, in the training group, there were two subjects classified as “diabetic” (≥11.1 mmol/L) and 19 classified as having “impaired glucose tolerance” (7.8-11.1 mmol/L). Post-training, there was only one subject classified as “diabetic” and 10 subjects classified as having “impaired glucose tolerance”. Caution must be taken when interpreting this result as the WHO bases their cut-offs on plasma samples of glucose, and serum samples were used in the present study. A 2012 study reported that there is a difference in glucose concentrations when taken from a plasma sample versus a serum sample, although the reported difference is small (plasma glucose values were on average 1.15% higher than plasma serum samples) (Frank et al. 2012).

The only improvement in BP following RT was a reduction in SBP. However, this reduction appears to be clinically significant. Firstly, research shows that SBP is a stronger predictor of cardiovascular events than DBP (Mourad 2008). In addition, small reductions in SBP are associated with significant improvements in health outcomes; a 3 mmHg reduction in SBP is
estimated to decrease the risk of cardiac morbidity by 5 - 9%, stroke by 8 - 14% and all-cause mortality by ~4% (Whelton et al. 2002). There was a ~5.5 mmHg mean reduction in SBP following RT seen presently. Furthermore, when using the cut-off for stage 2 hypertension (≥ 160 mmHg) as defined by the JNC7 (Table 3), there were 25 subjects with stage 2 hypertension in the training group pre-training, and only 15 subjects with stage 2 hypertension post-training.

Although there were no significant changes in DBP in the training group, there was a small, non-significant reduction that took the mean DBP of the training group from the “pre-hypertension” classification to the “normal” classification (pre-training: 80.4 ±9.1 mmHg vs. post-training: 79.4 ±10.9; p>0.05), as defined by the JNC7 (Table 3).

Finally, although there were no improvements in the lipid profile following RT, the results suggest that this lack of improvement was not particularly clinically significant. For instance, in the training group pre-training, the average HDL concentration was ~1.7 mmol/L, which falls into the “high/optimal” classification according to the NCEP ATP-III (Table 2). While there was a significant reduction in HDL in the training group following RT, the mean HDL concentration in the training group (~1.6 mmol/L) was still in this “high/optimal” classification post-training, which is associated with a less than average risk of heart disease. Similarly, although there was a small, non-significant increase in TG in the training group, at both pre-training and post-training, the mean TG concentration in the training group was in the “normal/optimal” category. There was also a non-significant increase in LDL in the training group, but at both pre-training and post-training, the mean LDL concentration in the training group was in the “borderline high” category.

Although RT did not appear to result in comprehensive changes in all the risk factors for the metabolic syndrome, it appears that improvements that did occur were clinically significant. The results of the present study strongly support the meta-analysis of Strasser et al. (2010), which concluded that RT has a statistically and clinically significant effect on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome including abdominal obesity, glucose tolerance and SBP, but not DBP and the lipid profile.

Mechanisms. One of the secondary aims of this study was to investigate the mechanisms underlying improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors following RT. While RT did appear
to improve risk factors for the metabolic syndrome, the physiological mechanisms underlying these changes remain unclear and complex.

When investigating relationships between variables at baseline, an association between fat (total FM and AF) and risk factors for the metabolic syndrome emerged. For instance, there was a significant, positive correlation between PRE glucose_0 and PRE AF (r = 0.533, p<0.001), PRE insulin_0 and PRE AF (r = 0.422, p<0.001) and PRE glucose_0 and PRE FM (r = 0.361, p<0.01). These findings suggest that fat, especially abdominal fat, is central to the development of glucose intolerance, insulin resistance and the metabolic syndrome, substantiating the common hypothesis described in the literature (Byrne & Wild 2011).

Changes in fat (total FM and AF) also appeared to be related to improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors following RT. For example, there was a significant, positive correlation between FM change (Δ) and insulin_120 change (Δ) (r = 0.340, p<0.01) and AF change (Δ) and insulin_120 change (Δ) (r = 0.335, p<0.01). There was also a significant, positive correlation between FM change (%) and DBP change (Δ) (r = 0.349, p<0.01) and AF change (%) and DBP change (Δ) (r = 0.272, p<0.05). These findings suggest that reductions in fat may have been related to improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome. These associations do not imply causation, and due to the relative weakness of the correlations, it is clear that there are other factors present. However, the findings do emphasize the role that fat and obesity play in the development of the metabolic syndrome, and suggest that reductions in fat may be related to improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome. More research is needed to investigate the specific physiological mechanisms by which changes in fat content influence cardiometabolic risk factors.

There were no significant correlations between changes in strength or LM, and risk factors for the metabolic syndrome, suggesting that changes in strength and LM may not have been related to these improvements in risk factors. However, the importance of strength and lean mass, in terms of the overall health of elderly populations, cannot be overlooked, as discussed.

Changes in muscle quality, inflammatory biomarkers and adipocytokines have also been proposed as possible mechanisms. It is believed that adipocytokine dysregulation is the key link between abdominal obesity and the development of insulin resistance and the metabolic
syndrome (Byrne & Wild 2011). It is possible that the currently reported reductions in abdominal fat caused changes in adipocytokine levels (i.e. increases in adiponectin and decreases in leptin and resistin), that resulted in increases in systemic insulin sensitivity. However, as adipocytokine levels were not measured in the current study, this remains unclear. Muscle quality and inflammatory biomarkers were not assessed either.

*Dose-response relationship.* Another of the secondary aims of this study was to consider the results in terms of the dose-response relationship. It is important to consider how much RT is needed (in terms of the length, frequency, volume and duration of RT) to generate meaningful improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors. This point is especially important, as a lack of time is a major barrier to physical activity participation among the elderly (Chao et al. 2000). Knowing the minimum dose of RT needed to have a health promoting effect in regards to the metabolic syndrome is critical when considering exercise prescription.


There appears to be only one study investigating the effects of short-term (<16 weeks), low frequency (<3 times a week) RT alone on risk factors for the metabolic syndrome (Staron et al. 2000). This study reported that 16 sessions of high-intensity RT (3 sets of 6-10RM to failure) did not alter lipid levels in young, healthy men.

Therefore, to the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to report improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in elderly men and women following short-term (<16
weeks), low frequency (<3 times a week) RT. Importantly, these improvements occurred after a total of only 24 training sessions – which is half the number typically used in the literature – demonstrating that low doses of RT can improve risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly in a meaningful way.

Practical applications. The results of the present study have important practical implications, in terms of exercise participation and prescription.

Above all, they suggest that RT is a viable method of preventing and treating chronic disease in the elderly. As a lack of time is the most commonly cited barrier to physical activity and exercise (Sallis JF 1999), the low-dosage nature of the present RT protocol will likely be attractive to older adults and the elderly. In addition, the low-intensity nature of the protocol also make it reasonable for this population. It is realistic to think many elderly individuals could incorporate a RT protocol like this one into their everyday life, without too much difficulty (only two hours of training per week).

A theme that was identified consistently in the results was the relationship between baseline levels of variables and the change in these variables (PRE 1RM and 1RM change, $r = -0.585$, $p<0.001$; PRE SBP and SBP change, $r = -0.439$, $p<0.001$; PRE glucose$_{120}$ and glucose$_{120}$ change, $r = -0.367$, $p<0.01$ and PRE SBP and glucose$_{120}$ change, $r = -0.330$, $p<0.05$). This trend clearly has practical implications, and suggests that subjects in the present study that were most unhealthy at baseline benefited most from intervention used. It is possible that these results can be used to motivate sedentary, unhealthy individuals, demonstrating the positive impact of small amounts of RT.

Overall, RT should be seen as a viable alternative, or supplement, to aerobic exercise, as a health-promoting tool to help prevent and treat chronic disease. It is important to note however that if the aim of an exercise intervention is to improve the lipid profile and/or DBP, the present findings suggest that RT may not be best suited to achieve these goals.

Limitations. A limitation of the current study was that the training group was larger in size than the control group. This study was part of a larger project and the mismatch between the size of the training group and control group was to satisfy the future needs of the project.
Two groups of the same size would have allowed for better comparison and analysis of the results.

Another limitation of the study was related to the role of diet. Although all subjects were instructed to maintain their normal dietary habits, this was not specifically controlled (i.e. prepared meals, meal plans etc.). Dietary changes in either group throughout the study may have confounded the results and influenced the measured cardiometabolic risk factors.

The gold standard of assessing insulin resistance is the hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp method. This method is superior to an OGTT in assessing insulin resistance and would have led to a better understanding of what changes occurred in insulin following RT. However, it is not typically used in the clinical setting due to complexity and possible dangers. Similarly, a CT scan is the gold standard of assessing body composition, as it can differentiate between subcutaneous and visceral fat. This would have allowed for a better understanding of what occurred following RT in terms of abdominal adipose tissue.

To investigate the underlying physiological mechanisms at play, a muscle biopsy would have provided important information regarding changes in muscle quality (i.e. changes in muscle fiber types, enzyme levels, protein concentrations etc.). Similarly, measuring inflammatory biomarker and adipocytokine levels may also have also provided insight into the physiological response to RT. None of these factors were measured presently.
7 Conclusion

This study demonstrates that RT can have a positive effect on the overall health of elderly individuals. Further, the results suggest that RT can be used to improve risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly, namely reducing abdominal fat and systolic blood pressure while increasing glucose tolerance. Importantly, it appears that these improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors were clinically significant. It is unclear whether RT has a beneficial effect on DBP and the lipid profile – the present results suggest that it does not.

The physiological mechanisms underlying improvements in the metabolic syndrome following RT have not been fully elucidated and remain complex. However, the results of this study emphasize the role of fat and obesity in both the development and the treatment/prevention of the metabolic syndrome.

The majority of studies in the literature use relatively long lasting, high-frequency protocols (~48 total training sessions) to investigate the effects of RT on cardiometabolic risk factors. The present study appears to be the first to show improvements in risk factors for the metabolic syndrome in the elderly following a short-term RT protocol with only 24 total training sessions.

The present study should be considered when prescribing exercise for the elderly. The results suggest that small doses of RT can have a significant, health-promoting effect – an important point when considering that a lack of time is a major barrier to exercise participation. As the results suggest that elderly individuals who are unhealthy would benefit most from the present intervention, it is possible that this study can be used to motivate sedentary, unhealthy individuals, demonstrating the positive impact of small amounts of RT.
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